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THE  CHANGING
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
The outlook for  equal opportunities
The first  action programme for  equal opportunities has come to  an end and
European Commissioner Alo1s Pfeiffer  has announced that  a  new programme
is  to  be l-aunched. Speaking to  the press, Mr Pfeiffer  said that the main
features of  this  new prograrnme are that  it  has been designed with the de-
velopment of  a people's Europe in  mind, it  clearly  identifies  the varj.ous
agenci-es responsibfe for  equal opportunities (national and regional author-
ities,  bodies concerned with  social  and employment affairs,  etc. ) and it
places great enphasis on the need for  better  and closer cooperation among
everyone concerned with equal opportunities.
The progranme (ref.  CoM(85)801)  will  run from 1.986 to  1990.  rts  primary
objectives are  to  ensure that  current regulations are properly applied,
to  remedy existing  shortcomings in  Conmunity legislation  and to  simplify
interpretation  of  the regulations and publicize then more widely.  The Com-
mission has also outline the following practical  proposals, greater details
of which will  soon be available:
-  reversal  of  the onus of  proof for  all  provisions regarding equality;
-  a series of  new schemes in  the field  of  education and information, and
neasures to  intensify,  diversify  and coordinate activities  designed to
improve women's employnent situation.  The Commission stresses that Mem-
ber States nust set a good example by giving  women access to  decision-
making posts and enabling them to  work on an equal footing with men in
the worl-d of  advanced technology;
-  Community action to help "problem" groups such as single-parent families,
single  women, women migrants, ltromen returning to  work, the handicapped
and sel-f-employed women (including farmers) ;
-  Conmunity regulations for  certain national insurance benefits;
-  greater efforts  to  protect  maternity rights,  develop adequate child-
minding facilities  and provide for  parental leave.
It  will-  be no mean feat to put all  these essential and urgent measures into
effect,  particularly  as a  conplete change of  attitude  will  be necessary
in  some areas.  The Commission is  planning to  launch wide-scale  campaigns
aimed at  several specific  groups to  help them discern and appreciate  the
advantages of  equality  in  social  and working 1ife.  More funds will  also
be necessary as there is  still  not enough information  available on the Com-
mission's pilot  activities  in  this  sphere.
pursue a special information policy for  women was
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ECU was allocated for  this  purpose - but this  will
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In  December, the  Commission sent Council a report on progress during the
first  action  programme for  the  promotion of  equal opportunities  (1982-
1985 -  COM(85)641),  whose aim was to  reinforce  the  lega1 rights  of  the
individual  and promote equality  through a series  of  "positive  actions".
The general consensus is that it  was a success:  despite a few drawbacks,
the Conmission's  action in  analysing the problem and introducing the neces-
sary regulations and facilities  has been one of  the most effective  in  the
world.  The keyword is  vigilance,  particularly  in  this  period of  financial
stringency.  Efforts  must be concentrated on providing information, estab-
lishing  regulatory procedures, regularly assessing the situation  and intro-
ducing outline laws in  the Member States to prornote positive action.
Equality in action:  filns  by women on women
The European Commission's Directorate-General for  Information has ar-
ranged for  wonen fifm  directors from twelve countries to produce a series
of  films  on the  experiences  of  wonen who have played an innovative or
pioneering role  in  any sphere of life.  The films are to be made between
now and the beginning of  1987 and will  be shown, together with a general
documentary, on all  the  Member Statest  national  television  networks.
Anna Azan, Folco Quilici  and Anna Maria Mori are responsible for  launch-
ing  the  scheme and the directors  involved so far  are Josde Dayan and
Ellsabeth Badinter (France), Laura Mulvey (UK), Emma Cohen (Spain), Pat
Murphy (Ireland),  Gabi Kubach (Germany), Nouska von Brakel (Netherlands),
Marion Hansel (Belgium), Astrid  Hemming Jensen (Denmark) and Anna Azan
(Itaty).  Greece, Portugal and Luxembourg should be submitting their
projects in  the near future.
Useful address: Service Information  Fenmes,  200 rue de 1a Loi,
1049 Brussels
Final meeting of Council of Soci-al Affairs  Ministers in  1985: MEPs complain
At its  last  meeting on I  December 1,985, the Social Affairs  Council stated
that  it  was in  favour of  a proposal to  assist  the  long-term unemployed
in establishing their  own businesses (liberal  professions excluded).
This was not  enough for  European Parliamentrs Social Affairs  Committee
which, at  a meeting chaired by British  Conservative Michael Welshr Fro-
tested strongly against the  failure  to  pass a series of  long-outstanding
directives.
The Committee is  now asking the  Dutch Presidency  of  the Counci,l of  Mln-
isters  to  strive  to  adopt the directives  between now and the end of  June
1986.  The directives  in  question concern parental 1eave, voluntary part-
time work, temporary  work and equal treatment for  men and women in  social
security  matters and self-employment, including  farming.  The MEPs also
dealt out some harsh criticism  to the Finance Ministers meeting in  Council.
Council- recognizes the role of women in  developing countries
After  hearing Lorenzo Natalits  report  on woments role  in  development, the
Novenber meeting of  the Council of  Development Ministers passed a resolu-
tion  duly noting its  contents and stressing the need to consult women when
setting  up projects  financed by the Community. The resolution ca1ls for
measures enabling women to  make a greater contribution to  development and
for  a  t'marked increasett in  the number of  women employed on development
projects.  (Natali report ref.  COM(85)109. )Women of  Europe -  no. 43 -  15 Novenber 1985/15 January 1986  p.5
The accession of Spain and Portugal:  effects on Community institutions
The accession of  Spain and Portugal on 1 January 1!86 has led to a number
of  changes in  the Conmunityrs institutions.
Council:  Spain and Portugal will  have 8 and I  representatives  respectively.
(The "najor"  countries -  France, Gernany, Italy  and the United Kingdom -
have 10 representatives each. )  tne number of votes needed for  a qualified
majority will  increase from 63 to f6,  and 54 for  a simple majority.
Commission: Spain and Portugal will  have 2 and 1 representatives  respec-
tively,  increasi-ng the total  number of  commissioners from l-4 to  1,7.
Parliament:  Spain and Portugal will  have 60 and 24 members respectively,
increasing the  total  number of  MEPs from 414 to  518.  Spanish and Portu-
guese nembers will  be appointed initially  by their  national  parliaments
but elections must be held by December 1987.  Not a single woman is  in-
cluded in  the Portuguese delegation but there are J women MEPs for  Spain.
Court of  Justice:  the number of  judges will  increase fron  11 to  13 and
the number of advocates-general from 5 to 6.
Economic and Social Affairs  Committee: 2l  Spanish and 1,2 Portuguese mem-
bers will  join  the Committee. It  is  not yet  known whether these will  in-
clude any women.
Court of Auditors:  the nunber of members will  be increased by two.
The total  population of  the European Community will  rise  fron 275 nillion
to 327 million.
Women: the Comission replies
The European Commission recently answered parliamentary  questions  concern-
ing women. The subjects included:
-  equal distribution  of  Social Fund resources to  men and women (Johanna
Maij-Weggen, Netherlands,  EPP).  The Commission is  aware of  the  need
for  an equal distribution  of  funds but requests for  funding submitted
by Member States should also reflect  a desire for  parity.  Speaking for
the Commission, Peter Sutherland and Alois Pfeiffer  said that the matter
had been brought up on several occasions in  discussions and correspond-
ence between Social Fund officials  and Member States.
-  trends in  womenrs employment (Nicole Chouraqui, France, European  Demo-
cratic  Alliance ).  The female working population of the European Commu-
nity  rose bv 17.5% (6.9 million)  between 1974 and 1984.  The number of
women employed in  the service industries  increased by 5.6 million,  but
fell  by 1.8 million  in  industry and by 0.8 million  in agriculture.  Alois
Pfeiffer  said that  26ft of  women questloned in  a 1984 survey cl-aimed to
have "ordinary jobs with  little  responsibilitytt,  59i6 had "ordi.nary  jobs
with  sone responsibility",  12% held "ad-ministrative  posts" and only 2fr
were in managenial posts.
The European Commission has commissioned  studies on women in  banking,
manufacturing, television,  the public sector and decision-making posts.
They show that  women are gaining access to  higher level  jobs but their
progress is  slow and limited;  positive  action is  being taken to correct
these ineoualities.p.6  Women of Europe - no. 43 -  15 November 1985/15 Januaty 1-986
The people's Europe: nore young people
Since the  Milan summit, Commissioner Carlo Ripa di  Meana has announced
steps by the Commission towards a people's Europe.  Practical  proposals
will  be issued by the end of  June 1,986, covering measures on education
and exchanges for  young people, the promotion of  language teaching, in-
creased cooperation between universities  and the introduction of a European
dimension in  teaching.
Education specialists must learn too
The Corununity Programme of  study visits  for  education specialists  has been
running for  7 years now and 1,300 people have $aken part.  Locaf and re-
gional education officials,  school heads and teachers and education advis-
ers have all  been included in  the visits,  which last  for  one week and are
part of  the education action programme.  Through this  programne,  the Com-
mission has gathered practical,  up-to-date information on education  trends
within  the Conmunity  and has offered education specialists  an opportunity
to compare notes and reassess their  opini.ons of the education  system.
The visits  have concentrated on topics  such as equal opportunities for
girls  at  school and measures to el-iminate stereotypes in  all  areas of  edu-
cation. The prograrrune is  administered  for  the Commission by the Secretariat
of  ttKultusninister-Konferenz-Pddagogischer  Austautschienstt',  B Nassestrasse,
Bonn.
The transition  from school to working life
The "Transition rI  Programme"  consists of  30 pilot  schemes associated with
the transition  of  youngsters between the age of  14 and l-B from school to
working life.  It  involves about 100 schools and receives  507" of  its  fund-
ing from the European Commission. The aim is  to  find  realistic,  inagina-
tive  solutions to  the problems faced by these young people, concentrating
on matters such as the promotion of equal opportunities  for  girls  and boys,
continuing training  for  teaching staff,  new methods of educational assess-
ment, integration  of  second generation immigrants, teaching youngsters
to  have an "entrepre':neurial spiritttand  social  measures to  combat i11it-
eracy and delinquency and prevent youngsters from becoming social misfits.
IFAPLAN (a social  research institute)  is  responsible for  arganizing con-
tacts  and reporting on Transition  II  schemes. For further  information,
contact IFAPLAN Brussels, J2 Square Ambiorix, 1040 Brussels.
Poverty:  there must be a European response to the problem
Father Joseph Wresinski, founder of  International  Movement Fourth World,
is  to  be congratulated  for  his  role  in  spurring the European Cornmission
to set up a new anti--poverty programme. Convinced that a European approach
was the only way to  ensure respect for  the rights  of the underprivileged,
Father Joseph called on the Commission to  Live up to  its  image as a prime
mover by making an extra  effort  to  combat poverty.  He would aLso like
to see a working party on poverty established.
Genetic engineering:  European Parliament's lega1 affairs  committee has
held its  ffirst  public  hearing on the subject and invited  a large number
of  experts in  the field  to  attend.  Discussions  centred on the status of
embryos, the role  of  the family,  regulaticrns on methods of  artificial-  re-
production, restrictions  on embryo research and the  proper attitude  to
cloning.  The parliamentary eommittee  was cniticized  for  not having invited
representatives  of  women's organizations to  attend the hearing.  The Com-
nittee  on Womenrs Rights was represented.  A second hearing is  to  take
place in  Brussels on 19-21 March 1986.  For further  information, contact:
European Parliament, NHE 3/340, Luxembourg. TeI. 352/43.00.37.30Women of Europe - no. 43 -  15 November 7985/15 January 1986  p.7
EUROPEAN  PARLIAMENT
November  and December  Sessions During the November and December  sessions,
European Parliament concentrated  on  two
important and rather controversial matters:
the  1986 budget and the  conclusions of  the  intergovernnental conference
on the reform of the Treaty of Rone. It  should be remembered that the whole
debate on this  reform was initiated  by a report of  Parliament's Institu-
tional  Affairs  Committee.
The budget vote was taken under conditions that  bode ill  for  the future:
Parlianent repeated its  accusation that  Council had submitted a  "budget
for  Ten" despite the fact  that,  since the accession of  Spain and Portugal
on 1 January L986, the number of  Member States has increased to  twelve.
Parliament took this  factor  into  account and adopted a budget which in-
cluded a further  4l!  million  ECU, to  be aflocated as follows:  250 mittion
to  the Social Fund, 160 million  to  the Regional Fund (Spain and Portugal
will  certainly  be making heavy demands on these two funds ) ,  35 million  to
the guidance section of  the Agricultural  Fund and 20 million  to  food aid'
atways a bone of  contention  between Parliament and Council.  A further  94
million  ECU were earmarked for  "new policies".  Council was prepared to
grant  on1ry 242 million  of  the additional  569 million  ECU demanded by Par-
Liament, despite massive efforts  to  mediate on behalf of  the  Luxembourg
Presidency by budget minister Jean-Claude Juncker. Some Member States I im-
mediately indicated  their  intention  to  refer  the matter to  the  European
Court of  Justice,  pleading that the budget was 'rillega1".  The European  Com-
mission is  obliged to  enforce the  budget as passed until  the Court gives
its  opinion;  this  means that  the  Commission eould take any Member State
refusing to pay its  budget quota to the Court of Justice.
The question of  institutional  reform has still  not  been resolved.  Most
MEPs were extremely dissatisfied  with  the results  of  the intergovernmental
conference, particularly  as regards the powers of  ParLiament, and adopted
a resolution  (ty  244 to  47 with 9 abstentions)  noting their  disappointment
but reserving judgement until  the mid-December meeting of  foreign affairs
ministers,  which was to  put  the  finishing  touches to  the draft  reforms.
This meeting did not live  up to  expectations  and Altiero  Spinelli  (Italy,
Communist Group) has already expressed his  disappointment, though it  wiII
be up to  the plenary session of  t3-17 January to express Parliament's  opin-
ion.
Fascism and racism in  Europe were also discussed during the December ses-
sion,  despite attempts by some MEPs to  postpone the debate.  Parliament
does not usually vote on committee of  inquiry  reports,  and the report of
the committee of  inquiry  on racism and fascism in  Europe was no exception.
Most of  the MEPs speaking in  the debate on the report drafted by Dimitrios
Evrigenis (Greece, European Peoplets Party) thought that  the organized ex-
treme right  was stil1  active  in  Europe even though it  may not wield any
significant  influence in  elected bodies.  MEPs were greatly  concerned by
growing xenophobia  and racism in  Europe.  Left-wing MEPs disputed the re-
portrs optimistic  view that there is  only a slight  danger of fascism:  Brit-
ish  Labour member GIyn Ford pointed to  the  danger of  insidious '  covert
ttdrawing room fascismtt , as opposed to  ttnostalgic fascismrf  .
Not only Parliament is  concerned  about racism and xenophobia:  Commissioner
Peter Sutherland  announced during the  plenary session that  the  Europeanp.8 Wonen of Europe - no. 43 -  15 November 1,985/15 January 1-985
Commission  would propose a joint  declaration on the problem. This proposal
in  fact  came a  few days after  the Parliamentary debate and represented  a
political  and moral commitment by Community institutions  (tne  Commission
also called for  practical  action on information and educatton).  Council's
response was inmediate  and positive:  a joint  declaration by the three in-
stitutions  could be adopted after  Parliament's  January session.
COMM]TTEE  ON  WOMEN'S  RIGHTS
The Committee on Women's Rights will  be returning to work on 28-29 January,
and there is  certainly  plenty to  be done.  Its  first  task will  be to  ar-
range a seminar on "Women and the Media[ in  Brussels on 4-!  February. The
Conmittee will  be represented at the seminar by chairman Marlene Lenz (Ger-
many, European People's Party).  A questionnaire to be completed by partici-
pants covers matters such as the image of women, the woments press, train-
ing,  employment and careers, women and trades unions, women and advertising
and women's role  in  different  sectors of  the economy. Participants will
be invited  to  give their  opinions, based on their  personal experience,  on
a set of  topics,  including a quota system for  allocating  jobs and training
places, the  creatj.on of  an independent appeals body empowered to  impose
sancti.ons for  sexist  information and advertising,  the role  of  women in  the
media, and the elimination of career obstacles to women in  the media.
The Committee will  also be continuing the debate on the report by Nicole
Chouraqui (France, European Democratic Alliance)  on family policy.  At its
November meeting, the Committee noted a few differences in  approach between
Ms Chouraquirs'report  and the prellmlnary report  drafted by Maria Lisa
Cinciari  Rodano (ftaly,  Communist Group).  Ms Cinciari  Rodano pointed out
that  changes are taking place and that  the family  "is  not what it  used to
be", particularly  with the rising  number of single-parent fanilies.  During
the first  debate, she had succeeded in  persuading the Committee to  adopt
all  the amendments,  including the removal of  the definition  of  the family
given in  the Chouraqui report  (supported by the parties  of  the centre and
right).  The definition  had stated that  the family "is  still  the basic nu-
cleus of  societyrr.  Discussion  of  the amendments will  continue in  January
and promises to be very lively.
The Conmittee will  also continue the  discussion of  the report  on single-
parent families.  During the first  debate, Maria Lisa Cinciari  Rodano had
remarked on the wide discrepancies  between Member Statesr legislation,  par-
ticularly  as regards child  custody in  divorce cases.  Italy  is  the only
country in  which the children themselves are consulted on custody.
Violence against women, wherever and however it  occurs, is  the subject of
a report  by Dutch Socialist  Hedy d'Ancona. During the November meeting,
Ms d'Ancona was able to take a quick look at  the responses to the question-
naire she had sent to  Member States.  These show that  the problem of vio-
lence against women is  growing but  that  effective  solutions have yet  to
be found.  Governments are aware of the problem and the urgent need to find
a sol-ution.
Measures must be taken to  prevent the  "connon" forms of  violence in  the
home, at  work and on the streets and to make women aware of where they can
turn to  for  help.  Violence against women is  stil1  a delicate subject but
it  is  not taboo and has to be discussed. The European Commission's repre-
sentative also stressed the need to  make an effort  to  solve the problemWomen of Europe - no. 43 -  15 November 1985/$ January 1986  p.9
"at source" by eliminating stereotyped  ideas in education, ensuring respect
for women in the workplace and encouraging a genuine change in attitudes.
The situation of  women farmers is  another delicate subject on which the
Council of  Ivlinisters is  proving rather slow to take action.  Speaking at
the November meeting, British  Conservative Andrew Pearce (rapporteur on
the draft  directive )  mentioned the conclusions of  the Dublin seminar on
women in  farming and self-employed wonen. Discussion of the subject proved
as difficult  for  the Committee on Women's Rights as it  had for  European
Council and revealed a few differences in opinion.  Mr Pearce thought that
the various legislative arnend.ments included in the directive should be dealt
with separately, whereas some members of the Committee felt  that there was
no justification  for  such a piecemeal approach. The rapporteur was highly
critical  of the directive and made the following comments: it  refers only
to  "spouses", making no mention of the daughters, sisters and mothers  who
are often in  no more envi.able a position than wives; it  makes no provision
for the introduction of penalties for breaches of the prineiple of equality,
and it  makes no reference to  the need to take positive action to  improve
the situation.
In  December  1985, the Committee on Woments Rights appointed  French Socia-
list  Ms Gadioux as r rteur on the follow-up to the Nairobi Conference.
The European Commission's representative reminded FIEPs that, after the Con-
ference, the Commission had asked the Council to draw up a common strategy
for  the meeting to be held in  Vienna in  1986, in addition to a "strategic
documentil for  the period up to the year 2000. The document is  still  not
available and no agreement has been reached on how often conferences  shouLd
be held in the future.
The Committee is  to  continue its  discussions of reports on the directive
on equal treatment for  men and women in  social security matters, with Jo-
hanna Maij-Weggen (Netherlands, European Peoplers Party) as rapporteur.
Dutch Liberal Karel de Gucht, rapporteur for  the Legal Affairs  Comnittee,
has already come to  some conclusions: he reiterated the validity  of  the
principle of  equality and eoncurred with the Commj-ssionfs interpretation
of the Court of Justice's decisions on the problem of evidence of indirect
discrimination.  The Belgian authorities are first  in  the line  of  fire:
according to Mr de Gucht, the Court of Justice will  have to decide whether
Belgian law is  incompatible with Comnunity 1aw. The rapporteur said that
equal treatment must be seen as a progressive step and inplemented as such.
Facilities  for  ehild-mindins  and the care of  the elderly.  In  her draft
report, Cabriele Peus (Germany, European Peoplefs Party)stressed  the desir-
ability  of  old people continuing to  live  in  their  ohrn homes through the
provision of  home he1p. The Corunittee agreed with this approach. Ms Peus
pointed out that  there hrere huge differences in  the child-minding facil-
ities  provided by Member States.
Women in  Communi.ty institutions.  Dutch Socialist Ien van den Heuvel is
drafting a questionnaire to  be sent to  all  the Communityrs institutions.
The Committee hopes that  there will  be a better response than there was
in  1981, when Marlene Lenz sent out a similar questionnaire  and the only
institution  to respond was the European Commission.
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COUNTRY TO COUNTRY:
FACTS INSTITUTIONS AND LAWS
AND MIL]TANT ACTIVITIES
BELGIUM
Before the  formation of  the  Martene__goverrungn!, Huberte Hanquet, deputy
es belges (National Coun-
cil  of  Belgian women, French-speaking section),  wrote to  Prime Minister
Martens, asking him to  take account of  the vital  need for  women ministers
to  be included in  the future  government  and claiming that  the Council had
a right  to be consulted on the drafting  of the government's  statement.
'rCynical and insulting"  was Ms Hanquetts reaction to  the government  formed
by Mr Martens, when she discovered that  women had been appointed to  only
4 of  the 46 vacant posts (a11 frorntheDutch-speaking  Catholic party).  Apart
from Ms Hondt, who was appointed as Minister for  post and telecommunica-
tions,  the women were given posts in  traditionally  female "soci.al" fields:
pubtic health and the handicapped (Ms De Meester-De Meyer), social emanci-
pation (Ms De Smet) and family and health affairs  (Ms Steyaert).
N.B.  The National Council of  Belgian women has moved: all  letters  should
now be addressed  to CNFB, 24 rue de Florence,  1050 Brussels.
TeL. 02/538.03.04 (10am-4pm, except weekends and public holidays)
Women are not  much better  off  in  Parlianent:  16 out of  212 seats in  the
st  time) and 3 out of  106, or
3% fewer, in  the Senate (one Dutch-speaking Catholic, one Liberal  and one
AGALEV). Liberal  MP Jacqueli.ne  Mayence was astonished by Jean Gol's claim
that  there were ttno available,  responsible woment' in  the  French-speaking
part of  the country.  The National Council- of  Belgian women regretted that
Ms Mayence had not  been given a ministerial  portfolio.  tUichble Detaille
is  one of  the youngest nembers of  the  Lower House and is  also Belgium's
youngest burgomaster.
The situation  of  women in  the public  sector is  beginning to  change.  Last
October, Deputy Premier and Minister for  the Public Sector Mr Nothomb  and
Secretary of  State for  the Public Seetor Mr Waltniel  set  up an advisory
comnittee on disputes concerning equal treatnent for  men and women in  the
public sector.  This-is all  very wel1, but it  is  seven years since the idea
of setting up such a comnittee was first  mooted. Chaired by Alain Stenmans,
the committee has 62 members from all  the major ministries,  representing
the main political  groups.  Mr Nothomb hopes that  the committee will  not
merely give its  opinion to the courts but will  play an active role  in  solv-
ing disputes.
The Ministry  for  the French-speaking community has set  up a  service for
the  cultural  and professional promotion of  women, designed to  encourage
development towards equal rights  and responsibili.ties.
Useful address: Ms Destercke, 7 rue Joseph Stevens, 24bme €tage,
1000 Brussels  TeI. O2/5t8.1.6.O2
Sexual harassment at work:  victims and.offenders
The committee on wonen at  work has drafted a report on this  almost taboo
subject after  conducting a survey in  the French- and Dutch:speaking parts
of  Belgiun.  The first  problem is  to  define sexual harassment: not often
does it  amount to  actual physical violence (I57" of  cases ),  but less overtWomen of Europe - no. 43 -  75 November I9B5/15 January 1!86  p.11
forms (such as looks, remarks and touching) are enough to create an unpleas-
ant atmosphere. The survey also revealed that  each group of offenders (man-
agers, colleagues, etc. )  seems to  go in  for  the same type of  harassment.
The main group at  risk  is  single women (537"), followed closely by divorcees
(46i1) and separated women (317"). Married. women 31%) and widows (29%) also
suffer  from harassment.
The report  suggests a  series of  guidelines for  the prevention of  sexual
harassment at  work:  women must realize  that  harassment is  not inevitable;
men and women must be aware of  the different  neanings attributabfe  to  such
behaviour; prevention is  possible  (education, information,  etc.)  and it
is  essential  to  provide a  1ega1 framework similar  to  that  in  the United
States or Canada. At present, Belgium has no laws relating  to  sexual- har-
assment.
Discriminatory  job advertisements
The comrnittee on women's employment  has published a report on discriminatory
job advertisements which describes the laws and regulations on the subject,
examines the  present situation  and the .Committeers work and suggests
solutions  to  the problem.  Examples of  discriminatory job  advertisements
are given as annexes. Many advertisements are written  using the male gender
throughout; others are ambiguous, particularly  those using foreign terms.
Advertisements  from temping agencies are often  discriminatory  but the na-
tional-  employment agency, which used to  be a major offender,  appears to
have nended its  ways.
To ensure that  real  progress is  made in  stamping out this  type of discrimi-
nation,  inspecLors will  have to  be given more money and resources, nale
and female equivalents will  have to  be established for  all  professions (e-
quivalents already exist  in  some languages )  and direct  action will  have
to  be taken against discrimination  ( the report  singles out ambiguous radio
and television  advertisements ).
Useful address:  Commission du Travail  des Femmes. Ministlre  de lrEmoloi
et du Travail, 51-53 rue Belliard, 1040 Brussels
Down with  stereotypes in  primary sc  is  the battle  cry  of
onp set  up by feminists
in  1979.  After  primary school books, the group went on to study textbooks
used in  secondary education.  Their  conclusion is  that  something nust be
done to bring women out of  the shadows to  which they are condemned by the
books.  The group is  working to  this  end through its  publications  ( "Les
fenmes dans les  livres  scolairesr' -  women in  school textbooks -  pub. Pi-erre
Mardaga), conferences and videos (ttLtoeuf et  la  poulett-  chicken and egg)
which demonstrate the conditioning and stereotyping that  children undergo
at school.
Useful address: 29 rue Blanche, 1060 Brussels.  Tel.  02/538.67.6L
Women and Belgian cooperation in  development is  the subject of  a pamphlet
by  sociologist  Myr-an Vandamm;, lublished  by the Adninistration  gdndrale
de la  coop6ration au ddveloppement, !  Place du Champ de Mars, PO Box !/,
l-050 Brussels.
Ferunes prdvoyantes  socialistes  are protesting against the Governmentts  deci-
sion to use special powers and cl-aim that  women are always the first  victims
in  any period of austerity.
The September/October issue of  the  grouprs journal published an interview
with  Raymonde Dury, MEP and chairman of the interfederal  committee of  women
mernbers of the Socialist  Party, which was set up in  1977. Wtrilst recognizing
that  there is  a growing number of  truly  committed  \domen in  the Federation,p.72  Women of Europe - no. 43 - t5 November I985/t5 January 1.986
Ms Dury does not
Party is  organized
as women.
News in brief
want to  be "over-optimistj.c":  she sti11  feels  that  the
to suit  men, who do not have the same family commitments
Useful address: Femmes prdvoyantes socialistes,
l2 rue St. Jean, 10OO Brussels.  Te1 . 02/51,3.64.70
-  Jacqueline Hanquart is  the first  woman to be appointed cha:Lrman of  Ligue
des Familles (league of  families).  Although she is  not  in  favour of
a rising  birthrate,  Ms Hanquart does not  agree with  forcibly  limiting
the number of  births.  Address: 127 rue de la  Tr6he, l-050 Brussels.
rel.  02/51.3.19.60
-  The women's university is  offering  low-priced seminars on women and moth-
erhood and the new poverty.  Add.ress:  Universitd  des  Femmes,
1a place Quetelet, Brussels.  Te1. O2/2L9.6L.07
-  "Kollectief  Mishandelde Vrouwen" runs a number of  hostels offering  tem-
porary accommodation for  battered women and their  children.  There are
six  of  these hostels in  Antwerp, Ghent, Hasselt, Louvain, Malines and
Roeselaere.  The collective  also organizes activities  to  help the women
adjust and lead a normal 1ife.
Address: I  Kloostraat, 2000 Antwerp.  Tel.  03/233.54.35
-  rVie  fdminine" arranges meetings at  which independent, single  lromen
help "abandonedttwomen  to learn to live  on their  own again.
Address: 1-11- rue de la Poste, 1030 Brussels.  Tel .  O2/2I7.29.52
-  Association des Femnes au Foyer (housewive's association)  is  calling
on the Government to  reassess the value ol  work done by homemakers and
pay them an appropriate allowance.
Address:  200 rue de Linthout,  1040 Brussels.  Tet. 02/734.28.47
DENMARK
Vote for  women was the appeal by chairman of the National Council of  Danish
Women Karen Ytting  when speaking of  the  loca1 and regional elections  in
November.  Women hoJ-d 21,7" of  places on municipal councils and 20.5% on re-
gional councils but,  despite an uphill  struggle over the past 10-15 years,
these percentagea are still  too low.  The number of preferential  votes ob-
tained by women has risen but women are sti1l  very badly placed on etectoral.
lists,  which does not help their  cause.  Women must fight  for  better plac-
ings.
Danish and Nordic wonen can learn more about the most important laws con-
cerning wonen passed in  Dennark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden between
1810 and 1980 from a new book published by the Nordic Councj-l-. The publi-
cation,  "AperEu de la  loi  nordiquet' (brief  guide to Nordic 1aw) is  clearly
and concisely-written  and describes the contents of  the laws of  each country
in  chronological  order.  Concentrating  on laws which are of particular  im-
portance to  women (particularly  those which have a detrimental effect  on
wonen's situation  by introducing formal discrimination),  the guide l-ooks
at  laws on employnent affairs,  death duties,  family  law,  insurance, the
rights  of  the individual  and penal law.  The authors are Ida Blom, J-ecturer
in  wonen's history  at  the University of  Bergen, and Anna Tranberg, scien-
tific  researcher at  the Norwegian institute  of  regional history  in  Oslo.
The secretariat  of  the Nordic Council has its  offices  in  Copenhagen  and
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Careers guidance for  young women: an action  progranme aiming to  update
careers guidance for  young women has been launched by the Ministry of  Edu-
cation.  This has been prompted by the fact  that,  since 1976, unemploynent
figures for  women have been higher than for  men, partly  because women have
received no training  in  the ttsectors of the futurett.
This unique and highly  complex programme centres on a series of  measures
to  be taken simultaneously:  making girls  aware of the consequences of opt-
ing for  traditional  career choices; modernizing physical training  (incl-ud-
ing further  training  for  instructors);  introducing girls  and younger chil-
dren to information science by setting up interest  groups, beginners classes
and open-door computer rooms; on a trial  basis, giving girls  larger allow-
ances than boys for  apprenticeships  and training  courses in  engineering
and building;  making up for  errors in  careers guidance by offering retrain-
ing  and special basic courses; introducing  new training  systems combining
scientific  and arts  options  (e.g.  languages and technology or  languages
and economics );  and giving  thought to  offering  girls  a better school envi-
ronment and improving the way in  which education is  organized.
Fntf,cB
Panlianentary _q!gg-!igqs: more woqg!_ proteg!.  Like their  counterparts
among Lhe Socialists, women in  opposition parties have been protesting
about the disastrous effects of  the inbroduction of  proportional repre-
sentation on  their  representation in  the Assenbly afber the March
natlonal elections. Thein concern was expressed at a colloquiun of  the
associatlon  trDialogues  des villes  de Francert, chaired by former Minister
Monique Pelletier.  Out of  a possible 300 opposifion  menbers eLected to
Parliament, only 6  to  I  would probably be lronen. What was Jacques
Chiracrs reply to these angry women? trBe better than the rest, and you
will  be candidatesrf (and being a  candidate does not necessarily nean
being elected).
lJorkers can no longer _be -:&gt__!heI__ggg.9__!g be  were the words used by the
secretary general of  bhe Conf6d6ration G6enerale du  Travail,  Mp.
Krasuki, at  the end of  thls  trade union federationrs eongress at  which
the problems of working wonen had been raised. The congness supported an
appeal for  women not fo give up the fight  -  crisis  on no cnisis -  for
equal, stable  employment, respect for  their  pensonality and their
developnent at every level.
Penelope wonrt -eS coning- out any more but. hasntt given_qp. Publication of
the magazine rrP6n6loperr has ceased for  the tine being, but the associa-
tion continues and has called a general meeting for late January.
Useful address: P6ndlope, 54 Boulevard RaspaIL, 75270 Paris Cedex 06.
Il  was laek of money that fonced the Pdndlope tean to announce fhat the
autunn issue would be the last.  Published issues are still  being sold and
the team is thinking of bninging outltone-off issuesrf on specific topics.
The autumn issue deal-t wifh a fascinating subject: rrwomen when they are
oldrr. Ib botd real-life  stories and took a look at the past (during fhe
French Revolution, a day was set aside as an trage festivalr') and the rest
of  the world. It  clted the encouraging example of  women in  Benin: when
they gnow old,  they regain their  freedon to speak out and act, even to
become voodoo prlesfesses ....
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In  1984 Ivette  Roudy, Minister for  Woments Righfs, Iaunched feminisn
research units  in  bhe universities  of  Nantes, Paris,  TouloiEf-iild
Rennes. They could be att,ached to  any university  departmenf in  the
fields  of soeial sciences and the law. In  1985 and 1986 additional posts
are being created within these units.
Last autumn the.Ministny for  Womenrs Rights launched a new publicatlon
entitled  Du c6t6  des  igunet_&nses,  aimed more specifically  at
grassroots unibs catening for under-25s.
A new association  has cone into  beingt
Under this  expressive name, a thousand or so women have come together to
fight  for  their  rlghLs. There are four planks in  their  canpaign plat-
forn:  involvenent in  fraining;  searching econonic and social bhoughf on
the less advantaged groups in  society; the st,ruggle againsb sexism and
racisml and bhe furtherance of creativity  in all  ifs  forms.
Useful address:  B.P. 96, 75160 Panis Cedex 04, te1. 45.00 .73.11
Bunsanies to  foster scienti{ic  and tgchnical vocations_anong  women are
awarded to aboub 50 women at national level.  This new scheme is  expand-
ing,  mainly through the efforts  of  Yvebbe Roudy, who has toured the
regional councils to  nake them more aware of  the  opporfunities it
provides. Additional bursaries are to  be earmarked for  Franche-Cont6e
and Nord-Pas de Calais, and laber to other negions as well.
Women drivens arg nole cautious tbeg__ry"' and when they do cause an
accident it  costs 301 less than an accident for  whleh a man is  liable.
Acknowledging those facts,  the  insurance eonpany rfle  Secoursfr has
decided to reduce its  rabes to women policy-holders with a good driving
recond by  101 to  201' compared with fhe rates paid by nen. Prejudice
about wonen being poor and inattentive drivers has taken a knock!
Publications for women:
. Citoyennes 4 !e{l__ eqli,ire  , a  news monthly, devotes a sizeable part
subject of  ttwomen and violencett.
Bayard, 75008 Paris.
of its  Decenber issue lo the
Address: Edition CNIDF, 4 Rue
. Le Bulletin AFI (Agence Femmes
contains a  calendar of  events
elsewhere. Subscribers only: 21
Infornalion) comes out every week. It
of  interest  fo  women in  France and
rue des Je0neurs, 75002 Paris.
. La lettre  de Ia  missionfs autumn issue tackles fhe issue of  equalify
ab wortr--It maFI;The publication of a praetical guide for  enployers
on the subjeet. Minisfbre des Droits de Ia  Femme,4l avenue d'I6na,
75016 Paris, tel.  45.01.86.56.
Feninism ancl fatherhood, or how to live  as a father in a ehanging world,
was the thene of  a colloqu:CIrO onganized in  Paris in  late  November  by
fhe F6d6ration des Mouvenents de 1a Condibion Paternelle (fedenafion
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Another woman Secretary of State in a German "Land". Margita Haibach' mem-
ber of the Greens, has recently been appointed Secretary of State for wom-
en's affairs  in  Hesse, within the Socialist/Green coalition.  Ilse Ridder'
Secretary of State in  Rhineland-Westphalia,  has made up her mind to do as
much as possible to  improve the situation of  women in  the public sector.
In May 1985, a "Frauenplan" was launched to encourage preferential pronotion
of women, thereby adding to the number of women holding high level posts.
Not before time:  women in  the public sector in  Dusseldorf, for  example,
tend to  have 1ow level jobs (62.5V7, with only 6% in  posts at the top of
the ladder.  The Women's Office is  hoping for  the introduction of a quota
system for  allocating jobs in  the public sector, with the private sector
following suit.
Useful address:
1987 etections:
Leitstelle fiir  Frauenpolitik, Arbeitsministerium,
D-4000 Dusseldorf
women have no time to l-ose
Germans will  be casting their  votes in  spring L987 and women are already
beginning to think about how to bring more women into Parliament; at pres-
ent, only 10% of Bundestag members are women. The Greens are the only party
to  have opted for  complete parity  between male and female members. The
SPD has decided to  give every free ptace in  the forthcoming elections to
women candidates, thus increasing their number to 25% of all  Socialist can-
didates.  The Christian Democrats and Liberals have not committed them-
selves to  any figures but are taking the problem very seriously, and the
CDU has rnad.e it  the central theme of its  conference in Essen. Womenfs asso-
ciations, not wanting to miss an opportunity to  improve womenrs lot,  have
already given the go-ahead to  campaigns to  i-ncrease women's awareness and
knowledge of their politieal  role.
Useful addresses: CDU, Konrad Adenhauer Haus, D-5300 Bonn
FDP, 15 Baulscheidstrasse, D-5300 Bonn
SPD, 1 Ollenhauerstrasse, D-5300 Bonn
Die Grtinen, Bundeshaus, D-5300 Bonn
Dual nationality famifies:  an appeal to MPs
g  million  people in  Europe are members of dual-nationality families and
this  has led the group working for  women married to foreign nationals to
launch an appeal for thought to be given to these peoplers position in mat-
ters concerning non-discrimination,  social and economic rights, their chil-
dren's education and the campaign against xenophobia.  The decision to launch
the appeal was taken at the association's congress in, Frankfurt last Octo-
ber.  Useful address:  Interessegemeinschaft  der mit Ausldndern
verheiraten Frauen , !47 LandestrdSsb,  D-6000 Frankfurty'Main
Society is  changing and sometimes the law follows suit:  from 1 January
@rfatherwhoisa1oneinbrin8in8upachi1dorchi1-
dren born after  that  date will  receive a monthly allowance of 600 DM and
will  be entitled to parental leave, with an assurance that their iobs will
be held for  them. This "salary for  bringing up children" will  be paid in
addition to normal social security benefits.
Useful address: Bundesministerium ftir Familie und Gesundheit'
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The number of  Gernan women at work is  increasing  (40F in  1984) but equal
pay  :s yet to come: the average inonthly wage is  1249 DM for  women and
2064 DM for nen. Sometimes women protest, as did the female staff of Ecker
& Co who took their case to court.  The company tried to change the women's
job descriptions to justify  the difference in wages but the highest court
deciding on labour problems ruled in favour of the plaintiffs  and ordered
the company to pay each of  them an extra 1000 DM per month.
Useful address: Bundesarbeitsgericht, Kassel
Unemploynent  amongst  women has to be discussed
In  Germany, as elsewhere, it  is  women who are the hardest hit  by current
unemploynent. Women are appalled to  see the problem reduced to  mere sta-
tistics  and some of  them have l-aunched a  campaign in  which they "freely
announce their  unemployment  without any inhibitions".  Deutscher Frauenra!
(Council of German women) is  supporting the campaign.
Useful address:  Frauen gegen Arwerblosigkeit,  92/96 Severinstrasse,
D-50000 Cologne
The first  woman in  charge of a police station
Wilma Zamzow-Frilund is  the first  woman to be appointed as head of a police
station.  She is  responsible for  150 police officers,  including two women.
Have German  men ehanged over the past ten years?
Not very much, according to  a  survey carried  out by the women's weekly
Brigitte.  Most men nohr seem to  accept the  idea of  vromen having careers
but only if  they are not married, particularly  to  thern.  80F still  think
that  a "model" society is  one in  which women stay at  home while men go out
to work; only t8% can imagine changing places with  their  wives and a mere
4ft ace prepared to  help with household chores other than the traditionally
male tasks such as DIY and putting  out the rubbish.  Speaking at  a press
conference, the two people responsible  for  conducting the survey said that
it  was up to  wonen to  fight  to  improve the situation  as they had nothing
to  lose and everything  to  gain.  A free copy of the report can be obtai.ned
from "Brigittert,  Postfach 302040, D-2000 Hamburg 36.
Union celebrations:  women members of
union confederation)  are celebrating  B0
cess is  that  there are now 38,000 women
ized on co-managenent  1ines.
Wonen and work
Deutsche Gewerschaft Bund (trades
years of work for women. One suc-
business advisers in firms organ-
The University Wonen of  Europe colloquium on "women and work" in  Cologne
last  September was the first  event of its  kind to be organized by the asso-
ciation,  which includes associations of university  women from every country.
The colloquiun vtas so successful that  the association has decided to  hold
a conference on genetic engineering in  Creat Britain  in  1987.  Discussions
focused on five  main topics:  the situation  of  rdonen university  teachers,
the financial  position of women in  Europe, changes in  family life  (parental
leave ),  returning to work after  the birth  of a child  and biological  differ-
ences in the workplace. Useful address:  University Women of  Europe.
71 Waalsdorpweg, 2597 HR The Hague.
Wonen are discriminated  against even in  hostels for  the homeless. Despite
the fact  that  there are more and more homeless women, hostels make no pro-
vision  for  them.  The association for  the homeless is  trying  to  find  ways
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IRELAND
Women can be entrepreneurs too:  this  belief  prompted Minister  of  State
for  Women's Affairs  Nuala Fennell to  organize a series of  conferences to
encourage $rornen to  set up their  own businesses. The Ministry  and the In-
dustrial  Development Authority have commissioned a research study on women
in  enterprise and it  is  hoped that  the results  will  be available in  the
autumn.  The two bodies have also collaborated with the national airline
Aer Lingus to  fund an enterprise scholarship to  be awarded to  a woman en-
trepreneur.  For further  information, contact:  Office of  the Minister of
State for  Women, Department of  the Taoiseach, Government Buildings, Dublin
Attempts to introduce divorce bill  fail
An attempt by former Deputy Prime Minister and member of Fine Gael Michael
O'Leary to  introduce a private  member's bill  abolishing the Constitutional
ban on divorce has failed  to  get the  support of  Parliament.  The Labour
Party did not support it  because it  has decided to introduce its  own bill 
' which is  unlikely  to get a hearing in  the near future.  The Group for  Fami-
Iy  Law Reform, which is  run entirely  by women, is  preparing its  contribu-
tion  to  the report  on marriage breakdown which is  to  be discussed in  Par-
liament.  1984 figures  issued by the Central Statistics  Office  show a 60%
increase in  the number of breakdowns.
Useful address: Group for  Family Law Reform,  PO Box 738, Dublin 4
The Employnent  Equality Agency recently helped a young woman garage worker
to  prove to  the Labour Court that  she had been forced to  give up her job
because of  sexual harassment. The Federated Union of  Employers criticized
the  judgement and the Irish  Congress of  Trade Unions described the FUEfs
statement as insulting  to  women workers.
The Agency is  also to be congratulated for  persuading the Minister of Labour
to  increase the number of  women employed in  the Gardai (police  service)
and prison service.  It  also fights  to  protect the rights  of  men and has
secured their  access to  airline  jobs which had previously been reserved
for  women.
Useful address: Employment Equality Agency, 36 Upper Mount Street, Dublin 2
"Women in  Industry" was the title  of  a promotional campaign by the Indus-
triaf  Development Authority  to  promote the concept of  women in  industry.
Ireland already has one shining example:  Ms Repko came to  Ireland from
the Netherlands five  years ago and recently founded a small high technology
company. The Authority  is  promoting the  same spLrit  of  enterprise  arnong
youngsters:  two young women recently won its  Enterprise  Award Scheme with
their  successful project  involving the design and marketing of a versatile
pannier/cyclist  I s bag.
Useful address:  fndustrial  Development Authority'  Wilton Place, Dublin
Infant  mortality  is  no more conmon among children of  working mothers than
others,  according to  a recent study conducted by the Rotunda Hospital in
Dublin.  Another survey reveals that  some 4,000 lrish  women sought abor-
tions in  England in  1984. The true figure may be much higher.
Focus Point is  a new service designed to  assist  homeless women and is  a
response to the survey conducted by one of Ireland's  feading social workers,
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The Irish  !en!!ist_-p[1:ehi!g__geqggg, Arlen House, is  celebrating its
tenth anniversary. Recent publications include Itlrish Women: Image and
Achievementtt,  d sfudy of Irish women through the ages.
Useful address: Anlen House, The Womenfs Press, 60 Jones Road, Dublin 3
Women in  the__W9.fl$__w@__at  work -  Donne nel Mondo, Donne aI Lavoro.
A report on lhis  subject has been pnesented fo a World Labour Confedera-
tion  colloquiurn in  Rone. The conclusions reached by the neeting: the
position of  women in  developing countries is  a matter of  the utnost
concern, but the WesL should puf its  own house in  order, There are
plenty of  examples of  how womenrs labour is  being exploifed here. In
Italy female unemployment has risen from 4.1fi Ln 1973 Lo 14.71 in  1982.
Useful address: C.M.T.. Rue de Trdves 22.  1040 Brussels.
Sfafistical Institute surveys. ISTAT,  Ita1y's  central  stafistical
insfiiute,  has published the findings of two surveys:
.  The first  is  on the  Italian  famity ( 18 miltion  households were
included in  the  sample), covering such topics as the sharing of
household chores, the nunber of children, !'tork and fhe rroman I s role.
The mass of  inLeresting figures is  enlightening. For exanple, wonen
often work not just fo round out the family ts income but for their own
personal fulfilment. It  is  generally fhe woman who is  responsible for
illiaisonil wifh the outside world - not just relations but also friends
and neighbours. A two-day colloquium has reviewed the inplicaLions of
this  rrfanily portraittr, si-nce social ,  tax,  building and many other
policies depend on whaf famj-Iies are like.
. The second survey, conducted by Grazia Arangio-Ruiz, is  on equal oppor-
tunities for  men _a!.Q_jomgg.  We seem still  fo be very far from equality
in  everyday life.  The survey findings go beyond the subject, showing
bhab: Lhe number of marriages declined by 28.1% between 1971 and 1981
(apparently  due to the conflict  between marriage and a car:eer); three
quarters of  women who have an abortion are narried; only 6 million
women ( 1 out of 5) say bhey are in good health; 2 nillion  ane inclined
to depression and resort Lo medical drugs.
Useful address: ISTAT, Via C. Balbo 16,  00100 Rome
Women managers_are the focus of ql:other survey, fhis time by the adver-
tising  agency McCann-Ericson.  What is  fhe typieal wornan manager like?
She is  young (30-40), she is  to be found both in  the NorLh and in  the
South, in  snall  towns and large, in  fhe professions  and in  a  wide
varieby of office jobs. She may well be single (one third of fhe women
interviewed were). What would she like  to  change? Existing male and
fenale role-models, aftitudes bowards work. It  should be possible, wonen
managers soyr for  a caneer bo be a way of life  rather than the be-all
and end-all, whether you are a nan or a wonan. Women nanagers  now have
their own clubrtrDonne in Carrierarr, and thein own publication, rfUomen in
Managenent Reviewrr, P.0. Box 21, Wembley HA9 BDJ, Great Bnitain.
A young ltoman has nade her nark in a caneer which adnittedly is fairly
receptive to wonen, although if  is  not cornmon to find them in  the top
echelons: Giovanna _Quasi4qdq, a lawyer by training, has been appointed
edifor of  Gazzetta di  Siracusa, the first  women to  edit  an Italian
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Since the _fgtorn of  Italian  fan+y  in  1975 fhere has undoubtedly
been progress towards equaliLy between men and women, but it  has not
helped to  evolve a  new culfural  concept of  true equaliby. An lnLer-
parlianenlary group of  women Connunist Party MPs has proposed that
working parties be set up on specific issues and that there should be
further debate on artiele  29 of  the ConsLitulion, on the grounds that
its  provisions on the status of husbands and wives are now out of dafe.
Useful Gruppo interparlanentare donne eletbe nelle liste  del PCI,
address:  Piazza Campo l{e'rzio 42,  00184 Rone
Whicb is  L[g__weakel__qex?. A programne  made for  ltalian  TVfs Channel  3
has set out to be nake people think. Biologists, psychoanalyisfs, sexolo-
gists and many others have been interviewed to show that biological and
psychological differences do not always work to  the advantage of  rnen.
The three episodes in  the series have been entitled:  trifrs tough to  be
born a nantr, rfchanging sexualitytt and trtwo inlelligencesrr.
Useful address: RAI, Viale Ylazzinl 14, 00195  Rome
The woments comnittee of the National  Cooperat_ives League has been fol-
lowing the curnent debate on ttspecial measures for  the development of
youth enterprise in  Southern Ibalyrt very closely and wants to put in  a
word of  its  own. It  feels lhat  the law might really help to  reduce
unemploynent anong girls  in  Southern Italy  if  ib  lays down quotas for
their participation in aided schemes.
Useful address: Lega Nationale delle Cooperative e Mutue
Via A. Guattani p, 00161 Rong' teI.  84.137
Minerya: {  wonents p.Lize: launched in  1983 by the rrWomenrs Clubrtr the
Minerttprlze is  an award for women who have distinguished thenselves in
a variety of  fields.  In  1985, t,he award-winners included a doctor who
had worked in  Africa for  30 yeans r  a specialist in  bhe treatment of
pain, a creator of model farms and a manager who had pronoted sales of
Italian  spumante. Former President of  the Republie Sandro Pertini was
anong the distinguished gatherlng at bhe prize-giving ceremony.
lggplggggj a oolitical  i:-sug. This was the title  of a neeting arranged
UV ttre nagazines tfMadrerr and trProgetto Donnarr. Accordi-ng fo the orga-
nizers and those who took parL in  the neeting, one of  the vJays of
achieving happiness ls  to  redefine relationships between a nan and a
wornan. The couple of tonoruow should come closer to equallty and be less
inward-looking and more recepbive to  confact with  authorities and
society. For further infornafion on fhe reports and discussions, write
to ilMadreff, Viale Stazione 63, 25122 Brescia.
lle  -Conmittee for  -Sgllg--lplfi9en  nen and women iF .lhe  region . of
qgilig=E$ag"" h""  puUiicfy dispuied the legitimacy of  the competitive
Gcruitnent of  railwaymen on the grounds that the criteria,  sfandards
and eguipnenL are chosen in  such a way as to rule out wonen from the
start.  For example, to achieve the ninimum numben of points an applicant
must have a high level of  physical strength. Provlng ibs point'  the
Comnittee says that of the 1,000 new recruits only one is a wonan.
Womenfs aurrgness aLd responsigility in  evolgtr-gl.0n behalf of  the
Centro .Studi pe"l, tEvoluzj-"re  Unina (Human Evolution Research Centre ) ,
Giuliana Papeschi has published a  book on  this  theme r  covering
biological and behavioural differences between men and llomen.
Useful address: CEU, Viale Tor di Quinto 58,  001p1 Ronet.20 Women of Europe no 39 -  15 Novenben 1985/15 January 1986
DespiLe the EEC directive on equal tneatment, women police officers  are
stilI  discnininated agalnst by conparison wibh fheir  male colleagues.
Such discrimination, moreover, is  in  flagnant breach of Luxembourg  law on
fhe police, says Democrat MP Anne Brasseun in  a wrlbben quesbion to  the
Ministen concenned, calling on him to comply with the 1aw.
Useful address: Ministdre de Ia Force Publique
Plateau St. Esprit, Luxembourg Tel. 478 -  1
The Luxembourg Governmenf is  preparing for  equality in p9ng._ie.!t_-Echemg!_in
the case of  wives wonking i]r fanily  buslnesseg.  One clause of  fhis  bill
states that the trspousett (no longer the nwifen) of the pnincipal assured
is entitled to contribute towards a pension on a voluntary basls.
Useful address: Ministdre de Ia Sdcuritd Sociale
26 Rue ZLLhe, Luxenlogrg_ Tel. 478 -  1
Luxemboung should follow  the  lead of  most other European countries:
contraceptives should not  be  negarded as  rrluxurlesfr but  should be
reimbursed out of  goclal-*se_catitl. A petitlon  and a  canpaign fo  this
effect have been launched by lhe feminist, movement, rrAmazonesrr,  and are
to contlnue until  8 March 1986.
Useful address: Anazones, Centre des Jeunes Autog6r6s
1 Plaee des Bains, Lgxgmlggry_
Igtg.:Iig!,  a nape informafion unit  set up within fanily  planning centres
in  1984, has extended its  work, noting that  few wornen rape victims have
the courage to repont the offence and that  1 1 children were also raped in
1985. The unit  works on three levels: nedical; a listenlng  and psycho-
logical counselling service; and support for  vicbins, with a nefwork of
women who volunteer to be wifh victins in the days or weeks following the
event. Info-Viol has to work normal office  hours, and ib  has asked SLate
ldatennity Service nidwives fo cooperate at weekends and at night,.
Useful address: Inf-Viol,  18-20 Rue G1esener, Luxenbourg, tel.  48.59.77
In  an open letter  to  the press, eight womenfs organizations  have pro-
fested vigorously against the traffic  in _ women practised  - by a  German
marniage bureaul in  an adverfisement  placed in  Luxenbourg newspapers, i-t
offens Asian hromen with a full  guarantee of nanriage.
According to the signatories, these are not just  arranged mamlages but a
blatant traffic  in  wonen and therefore a crlne. Calling on the nelrspapers
to sbop taking advertisements of bhis kind, they point out that even in  a
counbry as small as Luxenbourg  25 cases have been brought on the grounds
of  such traffic.  The country seens to  be used as a focal polnt for  t,hls
kind of acfivity.Women of Europe no 43 -  15 November'1985/15 January 1986 p. 21
Vocational training for  adults has a vital  part to play for  women  who
want to enter or return to the working world. A bill  on the subjecf is
the focus of attentlon fon the Emancipation Council. It  has a lot of work
on its  plate: if  is also investigating the position of wonen in the army,
women and pensions and planning for health personnel.
Useful address: Enancipabieraad, Lutherse Bungwal 10, 2512 CB The Hague
In January, the Ansterdan town eouncil votes on a plan for Lhe emancipa-
tion  of  wofsen (ttConcept Beleidsplan Vrouwenenancipatierr),  designed to
help women be financially independent and to decide freely on their  own
lives.  The bill  provides for  practieal  measures and reaffinms lhe
principle of non-diserimination in recruitment for jobs and in promotion.
The Couneit hopes fo set the pace for other local authorities.
Useful address:  Ansterdamse Geneenteraad, fungterdam
rHands off:  Sexual Harassnent Complalnfs Bureautr is  the name of a new
service set up by the Onbudswonan Foundation in  cooperation with young
unlonists and the secretariat for wonen workers. trHanden Thuis, Klachten-
bureau Ongewenste Intimiteitentr has published the findlngs of a survey in
police departments  and hospltals under the title  of  rrCinderellas  and
Prince Charmingsrr. They reveal thal policewomen  complain abouL their male
colleagues I  suggestive gestures and attitudes, whereas nale nurses voice
the same complaint about female nunses... The reason why the new bureau
is  interested in this type of harassment is that it  may dlsrupt everyday
work and slow down promofion.
Its address: Mariaplaats 4b, Utrecht..
Wanting, winning and using -pgrlgr: in its  information bulletin no 1 1 ' 
the
Dutch Woments Council discusses -  unden the tible  of  rrMacht. Willent
gebruiken,  winnen. rr -  how wonen can consolidate their  individual and
collective polrer, drawing fron the conclusions of a congress on Itwonen -
power -  strategyrf arranged by the University  Womenrs Associalion in
March. The Congress ended with a very practical step: settlng up an
association for  the reform of  working hours (tne ain ls  a  32-week by
1990). The women concenned intend to  exert pressure on politicians and
unionists to achieve this aim.
Useful address: Nederlandse Vrouwenraad,  Laan van Beerdervoort  l0
2517 AL The Hague
Two people, two careers: in organizing a follow-up to ifs  1p82 symposium
on iltwo eareens on one pillowtf, the Dutch University lfomenrs Association
is  launching a two-year proJect on the problem of  the husband and wlfe
who pursue their  own eareers aL the sane time. Any contribution to its
research ls welcone.
Write to: Mrs. Hootsmans, Nassaulaan 1, 3813 Anersfoort
The E€tor ol__Ogi,ijt, tlrgr--Drgese-}}tgys, has Sone on TV to defend the
sugeestion idvaneed in a Govenrurent blll  that women have a rrdutyrr to have
a Job and that  nen have a ildutyil to  do housework. Even those who approve
of  the idea in  general nay have been put off  by the idea of  it  being a
rduty il.
Useful address: Mrs DresselhuYs'
Postbus 1311' NL
Opzij, Kloveniersburgwal
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When the husbjrnd loses his job ag4__ir__e!-_b9me--g!-dayr  quarnels are far
more 1ikely to  flane up. In  the lighb of  this  observation, the North
Brabant Provincial Council has published a reporf discussing the prob-
lems, eommenting on ease histories and suggesting solutlons. Its  report
is  supplemented by an audiovisual.
Useful Provinciale Vrouwenraad  Noord-Brabant
addresses  Fred. Hendriklaan 24, 5212 BE stHertogenboscb
Greetje Senhorst, ToropasEraaL  2331 6251 l$gggg!
Jacomine de Lange, Parkweg 108, 6511 BL  Nijnegen
The oldest  Dubch associafion for  equality  for  women, Vrouwenbelang
(womenrs interests) fras brought out a booklet on trfhe right  ltoman in  bhe
right  placer -  rrDe juiste  vrouw op de juiste  plaatstr. The association
operates on ofher fronts  as wel1. For exanple, if  holds courses on
politics  and organizes t4/Yz 50/50 -  the Men/Women 50/50 movement.
Useful address: Nederlandse  vereniging voor Vrouwenbelangen
Rijnsburgerwet  28, 2333 AA lgfggn
A survey conducfed by the ombudglg.B!_-Egggge!.i9!  -  stichfing  Landelijke
Onbudsvnouw -  on 35 job placemenL agencies in  SouLhern Holland has re-
vealed that only a few aftempt to  understand fhe problems of  women who
wan! to work or return to workl where they do make an effont,  it  tends
to be a result of local pressune from wonen themselves.
Useful address: Sfichting Landelijke Ombudsvnouw
Postbus 51330, 1007 EH Ansteqdaq
Cabching up and putling atreall. In Utnecht in October, Alida van Schoon-
lgygl  was the first  woman fo win the national conpetition for  tnainee
butchers. The trade is  attracting more and more ginls:  they now accounf
for  10S of trainee bufchers. ltaf"fg-!9&uten  has won the Prix de Rome in
the painting class. Flemish Monika Triest has been appoinled professor
exfraordinary in  the  Departnent of  the  Politics  of  Emancipation in
Ansterdan University. KLM has appointed its  first  woman air  braffic
eontroller,  Guus Taylor P_arkins. And the  Amsterdan police  foree has
added to the nunben of women it  employs by recruiLLng 7 part-time  women
poI icernen.
The 1986 _!g5g_ Jgi!-_EEZg is  fo  be awarded for  the firsb  time to  the
individual,  group or  organization that  has done most to  improve the
position of  women in  bhe Nefherlands. The prize, worth 10'000 guilders'
is  awarded every two years. Applications should be forwarded to:
Useful address: Ministerie van Soeiale Zaken en Werkgelegenheid
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ONTUGAL
IlP
I
The gctober electionsj a qtep backwards for women- 0n 6
Portugal chose their Parliamentary representatives.  Out
0ctober volers in
of q _tglel of 259.
MPs, onIJ 15 are women, even fewer than the 18 in the
tive  body (the record has been 21). lihat is more, nof a
24 Portuguese Menbers of European Panliament is a woman.
previous legisla-
single one of the
The Portuguese Lower House has set up a Connittee for  Wonents Status'
chaired by Gloria Padrao.
In local elections, 4 women were elected as heads of munieipal councils
(conpared with fhe previous nunber of 6).
PorLugal now has three women secretaries of state in Govennnenf and one
minister.
Maria de Lourdes Pintasilgo, who had been her countryts prine
minister for a brief perlod, was one of the four candidates in the
presidential eleetion.
Wonen in the top echelons of public senvice are few and far between: only
one civit  governor has been appointed, and fhere is  not a single wonan
nenber of the Council of State or ConstituLional Tnibunal.
The Connittee for  Womenrs Sbatus met repnesentatives  of  the European
Comnission in  late  November to consider how far  Portuguese  law complies
with lcgsgglgy legislation on equal treatment lol  men and women.
0n the whole the verdict is  satisfactory, but there is  sLill  work to be
done to bring Portuguese law fu11y in line with Community directives. Fon
exanple, Portuguese law on equality nust be extended to  cover civil
servants and homeworkers.
The portuguese are well aware that equality is  not Just a natter of what
is  on the statute books and that there must be a genuine change in nenta-
lity.  The proof of  that awareness is  the project launched in  secondary
schools on attitudes to  the sbatus of  men and women. The Minislry of
Education has in  turn extended the project by introducing the issue into
basic teacher training  eourses, one ain  being to  ensure that  newly
published textbooks do not reflect sexist attifudes.
Useful address: Commissao da Condigao Feminina
Av. da Republica 32-1o, 1093-Lisboa Codex
A union meetj.ng on work, training and employment, health, education and
wonents invottremenf in  union life:  this  is  the packed agenda for  the
September meeLing of  women menbers of  UGT' the Portuguese trades union
congress which is  affiliated  to  the European Trade Union Confederation.
The neeting also debated rrthe role  of  wornen in  political  and social
movements before and after  25 April  1974 (tfre date of  the rrcarnation
revolutiont' that marked Portugalrs return to Western democracy).
France was well represented: Mrs. Devaud, a foPme? nenber of the Econonic
and Social Council, wondered aloud trWhat would the econony be like  if
there were no women?rf. Mrs. Coquillat, a  nenber of  IveLte Roudyrs
ministerial departmenf (for  womenfs status) spoke of women and polibical
authority, while Frangoise H6ritier-Aug6  of  the Co116ge de France took
as her thene tWonen with the wisdom of  years, wonen with comnibment 
'
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The seminar ended with a debafe on rrwomen and power in Portugaltr: on fhe
panel were Manuela Silva of Lisbon Highen Institute of Econonics,  Teresa
de Anbrosio of  the Insfitute of  Developnent Studies, Irene Vaquinas of
Coimbra University and Journalist Diana Andringa.
Power: do women really  want it?  This was the quesblon with which the
chairnan of  fhe Connittee for  Womenrs Status, Joana de Barros Baptista,
wound up a conference on rrwonen and powertl on 13-15 Novenber. Her fear is
that potential conflicts with family life  will  continue to distance-  wonen
fnom fhe places where decisions are nade. The conference was arranged
jointly  by the Connittee for  Woments Status and Lisbon New Universityts
Deparbnent of  Anthropology, under the auspices of  fhe French Enbassyrs
Cultural Departnent  and the Franco-Portuguese Institute.
Wonen and the establlshment: a few figures. Women account for  2T* of
Spainfs working population (unemploynent rates ate 25."1% for wonen, 20.3*
for nen), but the percentage of wonen in public service is far lower.
In Government there is  only one wonan Secrefary of State; there ane 22
lromen MPs in  the Cortes (6.3r),  the Socialist Party having a slightly
higher pnoportion (18 wonen MPs, or  8.91) and the Alianza Populan far
fewer (2, or 1.8t). The position is  even worse in the Senate, with only
11 women senators (4.3f).  The civil  servlce has 15 nonen director-
genenals (8.51) and 44 deputy directors  (7 .11).  In  the  autononous
connunities, ?l  women (6.23fi) are in  Parliament and 44 (5.82I) are top-
ranking civil  servants.
The figures for  educational estjrblishnents are far  nore encouraging: at
every level there are alnost as nany women as nen, and they even out-
nunber nen in  secondary/pre-university education. The problem arises
again, however, with university professors: 79.2tr of  teaching posts are
held by men, leaving a mere 20.8S for wonen.
That .wonen take an_interest 1n wonenfs affairs is  the conclusion reached
by Insbituto de Ia Mujer (Wonenfs Institute)  in  a survey on women over
18. Athough the Instltute has been in  existence for  only fwo years, it
nas faniliar  to  mosb of  the wonen interviewed. The survey revealed a
general interest in  all  nomenrs issues anong the interviewees: 651 had
followed the campaign on battered wives, 64| the family planning canpaign
and 50[ the publicity on $romenrs rights.
Recent Instituto  de la  Mujer publications lnclude n!ilonen in  Latin
Anerican Lawn, a paper given at  the Nairobi Conference in  July  1985,
illfonenrs Equality in the EECttr trlfonen and the Sociat Servicestf  and a 1986
ealendar of events.
Useful address: Instituto de la Mujer
Mlnisterio de Cultuna, Pasco de Castellana,  l{rad{id 16
The 1985 national rrClara Campoanorn prize for  research, fictlon  and
poetry has necently been awarded.  The ain is  to pronote rronenrs integra-
tion  into the arfs and society by giving recognitlon and publiciiy  to
fheir ereative achievenent.
Maria Mil144 Ma.ieos has won a conpetibion for the best poster for l{onents
ffinstitutode1aMujerwi11beprintingherposterand
exhibiting it  with the 130 runners-up.Wonen of Europe no 43 -  15 Novenber 1985/ 15 January 1986 p. 25
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Can policewomen Le preveg_ted fron be!:g&_-gsg like  their  male counter-
parts? The question was raised by a ltoman Reservlst of  the Royal Ulster
Constabulary  when bhe Chief Constable refused in  1980 to  renew her con-
tract as a policewoman entifled to carry firearns.
Her complaint to  the European Court of  Justiee, in  whlch she was backed
by t,he Northern Ireland Equal Opportunities  Conmlssion,  was its  firsf
case on sex discrimination fron bhe province. For three years, a Certl-
ficate of National Security lssued by bhe Secretary of Stafe for Norbhern
Ireland had prevenfed Lhe higher courts there fron  invesbigating the
case. The European Court of Jusfice is  examining whether a national court
of  a  Connunity country can be excluded fron  considening a  case by a
National Security Certificate which purportedly is  not open to challenge.
A declsion is  expected ln  1986. If  the applicant is  suceessful before the
European Court her case will  be remltted to the Industrial Tribunal for  a
full  hearing.
The Equal Opportunities Comnisslon has published fwo booklets explaining
employerst responsibilities under the Sex Dlserinination Act.
Useful address: Equa1 Opportunities  Conmission (N.I.)
Chamber of Conneree  House, 22 YLct'oria St' Belfast BT2 2BA
The gggal*Opportunities C-ognisslon, established in  1975, at a conference
held to  Iook back on its  first  ten years, has highlighted the role  of
voluntary organizations. To bhose who criticise  the Commission for  being
ilstealthytr in  ibs achievenent, its  chairman Lady Plabb cited its  success
ln  discriminafion in  advertising: there is  no discrlnination between the
sexes ln  96I of  the job vacancies advertlsed in  the UK today, a record
for Western Europe.
The Comnission  mourns the deabh of its  deputy chairuan
Jane Finlay, wtro died on 28 Novenber. Long active in
organizations  concerned with bhe status of wonen, she was
greatly loved for her generosify, connitment and viLalify.
rrlfomen of Europett nenembers her with respect and affection.
&g_nuropean  Comnunity D  parental leave was debated by the
House of  Connons Ln December, and bhe Equal Opportunities Conmission has
urged its  adoption in  the United Kingdon. Ib will,  argues EOC' encourage
the father to  take on a more promi-nent role in  the care of his children
and pronote a fairer  sharing of  responslbllities between parents and due
consideration for  the career aspirabions of  both father and mother.  The
Comnons Select Connittee has already cone out in  favour of at least one
nonthrs parental leave.
Useful address:  Equal Opportunities  Connisslon
Overseas House, Quay Street,  ldanchester  M3 3HNe. 26 women of Europe no 43 -  15 November  1985/ 15 January  '1986
In the neanwhile a bank -  the Natigna1 Westniryter -  is  coning to the
end of  a  five-year experiment launched in  1981. It  has allowed its
sfaff,  nen Or wonen, to take a break in  iheir  career tO Care fon yoUng
children. Under ifs  re-entry scheme, individuals are guaranteed an offer
of  re-employment; under its  reservist scheme, there is  no commitment
fron the Bank, but it  considens forner employees for  vaeancies at  ihe
sane level as when theY left.
Useful address: NaCional Westminster Bank, Personnel Division
41 Lothbury,  logQon ECZP 2BP
A chain of  supenmarkets  has admitted a case of  discrinination and has
taid conpe"s"tion. Risociated Dairies LiniLed admitted to the courf that
it  had discrininated  by asking trunlawfulff questions to a ltoman belng
interviewed for  a Job as a cook, and has offened her an apology and
paynent of 8400.
Mrs. Anna Wood was asked what arrangenents she would make for hen child
during working houns and was not offered Lhe job because lher school age
child,  together with the distance she had to tnavel to work, made the
job inconvenienL for her and made it  unllkely that she would remain in
the job for  a  long periodtr. The company said it  normally applied a
policy of  equal treafnent buL adnitted it,  had made an error in  l"lrs.
l{ood I s case.
The Governmentfs Green Paper on the reforn of Brltaints cogglex social
securiby systen has been dnopped, parbly because of the huge organiza-
tionif  changes required but also because of  growi-ng public opposition.
The changes would have entailed the abolition of  the State Earnings-
Related Pension Scheme, the replacenent of  supplementany  benefit  by
income support, the cneation of  a  discretionary social fund for  the
poorest, cufs in  housing benefits and the freezing of ehild benefiis.
The Governmenf will  now nerely seek to  adjust certain social securiby
payments.
There is  now a nonument to the housewife: by Grahan Ibbesont
it  is  in  Yorkshire Pank in  London. A stundy figure on her
pedestal, neither young non prebty, she brandishes a broon
wibh a  sort  of  joyous fnuculenee  which makes her  very
likeable. She is  flanked by two rather Sreyer figures'
headsearved and buckets in  hand, in  a  composition reni-
niscent of fhe Three Graces.
Wonen a}d ttre Environnent The National Council of Wonen of Great Britain
has established a Permanent  Working Party for  the environnent. Chaired
by Sarah King-Salter, the gnoup will  consider problens such as over-
population, the exhaustion of natural resourees, wafer resources  and fhe
protection of endangered aninals and plants.
Usefu1 address:  National Council of Women
J4 Lower Sloane Street,  London StJl 8BB
Positive Action; Have you_tried? This is  the question put by the Equal
Opportunities  Conrnission in calling on firns  to discoven the benefits of
positive action in  favour of women. Under section 48 of the Sex Discri-
mination Act 1975, enployers are enLitled to offen special tratning or
advancenent  progrannes to  jobseekers of  one sex only if'  durlng the
preceding twelve nonths, the iob has been done solely or  mainly by
nenbers of the opPosite sex.Wonen of Europe no 43 -  15 Novemben  1985/ 15 January 1986  p. 27
gne of  the many activitles  of  the Equal Oppontunibies  Comnission  has
been to  publish a statisbicat  profile  or  rrresource book't in  which it
gives a  rrsnapshot of  men an_d women_ in  Great grite1n. Ib  reveals that
women make up 51.4tr of  the populabion, alLhough by the age of  75 they
represent nearly 7 out of  10 of  their  age group. Womenfs earnings rose
fr'om 6'1.3'l' of  menrg earnings in  1970 to  75,5% in  1977, but in  1984 the
percentage deterionated bo 73.5%.
A survey on votuntary bodies has been undertaken by bhe British  Federa-
biog_ of  Univensiti  Women wibh financial  support fnom the Equal 0ppor-
tunities Commission. If  nore lronen participated ln  the voluntary bodies
that influence publle life,  it  is  argued, women would be nore effective
in British  soeiety. The UK would collapse if  voluntary work disappeared'
concludes the author of the report, Mary Willians.
Useful address:  British Federation of Universiby Women
Crosby HalI, Cheyne l{alk, London  SW3 SgA'
BBC key pos'li  Pabricia Hodgson has been appointed Secretary of fhe BBC,
the- ain;t  wonen in  this  inportant post of  internediary between the
British  Broadcasting Corporafionfs board of  governons and board of
management. The post  became vacant following controversy over a  TV
pnognamme on Northern Ireland.
pity  for  VDU workers z 7O% of  respondents to a survey reporbed eyestrain,
Xf  suffered fron aching necks or  shoulders ,  58| complained of  general
fatigue. The VDU Workersr Rights Campaign is  calling for  legislation to
limii  work wih a Visual Display Unit to  4 hours in  any working day and
requi.re all  VDUs to be shielded to elininate electro-magnetic radioation
emissions. The canpaign is  being coordinated by city  centre, Londonrs
office  workersr resource centre, 2nd floor,  321-55 Featherstone Street,
London  EC 1.
A new style  in  wonenrs nagaz8es ls  energing in  Great Britain.One
n  ,  fauncfred by Susan Ardill  and Sue OrSullivan'
is  produced by-i- cooperative with the financial and distribution backing
of  the  New Statesnan. It  has rthappily situated itsetf  firBly  within
feminismtf and is  resolved to fill  a gap in  literary,  arts and political
publications. Everywomag, edited  by  Barbara Rogersr has also  been
Iaunched bY a cooPerative.
The Pepperell Unit,  revlewing the first  year of  its  life,  feels it  has
@informingwonenandgir1sontheworkingworId.Backed
by  tne  Industrial  Society and wonents organizaEj-ons, the  gPoup has
arnanged eourses and seninars, somebines in  conjunCtion wifh  the
Cosmopolitan magazine. It  also publishes the Pepperell Unit Bniefing'
Useful address:  The Pepperelt Unlt, The Industrial Society
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EUNOPB  AXD  TEB  TONLD
Wonen and local iob creation schenes. The  OECD is  reviewing three
years t  experience with its  rtlocal
job creation pnogramnerr, whlch will  now fornally include the j-ssue of
wonen entrepreneurs. That lssue wilt  be considered in depth in a plan for
wonenrs education and training being launched by the Onganization for
Econonic Cooperation and Developnenf, to include the support bodies that
can help them to overcone the obsLacles in their path. The decision was
reached at fhe end of a seminar tast sunner, held under the auspices of
OECD and French authorifies, which nobed that nore reaources are needed
than are available at  present if  the  trone seanrr of  potential women
entrepreneurs is  to be tapped. Twenty countries are taklng part in  the
progr€rmrte,  together with the Connission of the European Conmunities  which
atfaches gneat inportance to  grassroots schenes for  the pronotion of
wonents enploynent. For further infornation, write to  OECDr Directorabe
of Social Affairs,  2 Rue Andr6 Pascal, 75775 Paris Cedex 16. OECD has
also brought out a report on rfcreating jobs af local levelfr describing
case histories in France, Germany, Ireland and Italy.
Japanese-llcseg_eng_ehqgg. Japan has nany groups working for  women's
rights,  although their  efforts  are  not
coordinafed. Since 1977, fhere has also been a  National Centre for
llonenfs Education which hopes Lo serve as a  wonenrs information  and
research centre. It  held its  first  international  seminar on wonen and
inforrnafion last  Novemben in  Saitana (Northwest Tokyo), attended by
representatives of the Connission of the Eunopean Connunifles,  the United
Nations Eeononic and Social Conmission fon Asia and the Pacifie and nany
wonents institutes and associafions.  The EC Connission Yras represented  by
its  trwornenf s infonnationrr senvice.
Two synposia ab fhe end of  the seninar tackled the subJects of  ttfuture
strategr for  equal opportunities up to  the year 2000rt and the broader
subject of nwomenrs statusrt, in this ease with fhe support of Lhe city  of
Osakars l{onenrs Educafion Service.
The maln conclusion: there ls  an enormous amount of work to do. Although
Japanese women make up l8X of the work force, they are relegated to subor-
dinate positions (even university wonen), and the gap between nenrs and
wonenrs earnings averages 40*.
The Governnent acknowledges the problen: just  before the Nalrobi Con-
ferenee, it  passed a law on equality af work. But Japanese  wonen' llke
their European cou$rparts, will  have to fight  to nake sure that what is
enacted in the sbatute books becomes reality.
Useful address:  N}IEC CENTRE, c/o Mr. Suzuki, 728 Sugaya, Ranzan-Maehl
Hiki-Gun, Sattana 355-02, Japan
The Centre would like  to  exchange lts  newslettens (in
English) and infornaflon on women with tradibional and
independent groups. Over the longer term, it  also ains lo
welcone all  nomen or  wonenrs gfoups visiting  Japan to
discuss the issues wibh which they are concerned.Wonen of Europe no 43 -  15 November  1985/ 15 January 1986 p. 29
Wgmen agqlnst &a11!het0.  YWCAts South African Council has, wibh the
support of  bhe World YWCA and its  80 natlonal associations ' 
launched an
appeal condemning Apartheid, which has been sent to  President Bofha.
National Yt{CAs have also been asked to  suppont all  fonms of  passive
resistance as weII as consuner boycobbs of South African goods.
El travgio de las nuieres a travEs,.-9e !a. histori?.  Spain has.only Just
@onnfiItt-naJds  wonen have already contributed to
ine history of nonenrs work in nany countrles and periodst AI1 kinds of
working women are to be found here: indusfrlal workers and peasants'
intellectuals and artists,  prosbitutes and witches. Lavishly illustrated'
this live}y  book eontains many contemporany records such as the 1893
explanabion of how working women withstand the nonotony of their  Jobs or
how adept they become at their household chores through long practlce'
Centro Feminlsta de Esbudlos y Docunentaeion,  Instituto  de la Mujer'
Madrid.
Dictionnaire bio-graphique du fdninlsme, 1830-1914. This biographical
dfctionary of feninisn (which is not sexlst - it  also features nen who
have contnlbuLed to the history of feninism ln France) ls currenfly being
produced under the auspices of CRNS. Researchers,  both anateur and
professlonal,  please note: contrlbutions are welcone.
Useful address: ATP-Fennes, 49 Rue Mirabeau, 75016 Paris'
OPERATION  ''!{ELCOME TO hIOMEN OF SPAIN AND PQIIUGALU
In ten Comnunity countries, 75 women coming from Spain and
Portugal on the invitation of bhe Commission of the European
Conmunities were greefed with an excepbionally warn welcone.
They split  up into flve delegations, each Sroup vislbing two
countries. They pooled infornation and nade contact not just
with their counterparts and wonenrs organizabions but also
with the authorities at top levet. At the neetings, which were
both serious and good-hunoured, no topics were overlooked:
they ranged fron the European Union Treaty to policy on
social, cultural and technology natters.
Musiclans and publishers,  buslnessvromen and journalists,
unionisbs and lawyers, the wonen fron Spaln and Portugal all
declared thenselves delighted with the friendship proffered in
Lhe countries they visited.
l{e shall be printing an account of those visits  in the next
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A Wonanrs Augiovisual Resource Guide. Published by ISIS, this invaluable
guide contains articles and interviews, a resounee list  of audiovisuals
on 600 subjects ,  250 addresses of individuals, groups and organizations
operating in the field  and an international  bibliography.  Write to ISIS
Infernational,  Via Santa l,l,aria dellrAnima 30,00186 Rome.
The Paeific and Asian Womenrs  Forum, founded in  1977 under the auspices
of ISIS, has produced a book in the sane field:  Wonen and Media Analysis:
alternatives and action.
Useful address: .69 Gregory Road, Colonbo Sri Lanka.
La situation 9es femnes dana la_yie politique en Europe. This najor
report on bromen in European political  life  was published by the Council
of Europe in  1984. It  discusses the political  behaviour of wornen at every
Ievel and makes several inberesting observations:  801 of women think that
ttpolitics dontt eoncern fhentr, bub they are less inclined to opt out than
is claimed. They are more in favour of protest through non-insfitutional
channels (such as protesL narches or sif-ins)  than are nen. If  seems that
the toughest confenders are housewives. Council of Eunoper Strasbourg
(authors: Maria Weber, Bocconi University, Milanl Ginevra Conti Odorisio,
Rome University; Giovanna Zincone, Turinl Janine Mossuz-Lavau and
Mariette Sineau, French National Scientific Reseanch Centre researeh
workers at the Centre for the study of French contenporary political  life
(National Political Seience Foundati.on) in Paris; and Helga Maria Hernes,
Research Director, Norwegian Council for Research on exact and social
sciences, 0s1o.
La rdpartition_des siEges entre homnes_et  fenmes dans les assembl6_gs
parlenentaires  (1984). This is a handbook on the proportion of nen and
women in virtually every Parlianentary  assembly in the wor1d. Sone of the
flgures it  quotes are hair-raising, and all  show that there is still  a
long way to travel. Union inferparlenentaire, Place du Petit Saconnex,
Case postale 99, 1211 Geneva 19.
Calendario  1986 is a calendar for  1986 published by the magazine Noi
Donne. Each month has its  own poem, picture and fhene, illustrated by
posters dating from 1945 to today. The themes reflect changes in society
ranging frorn reconsfruetion  to divorce, from the right to work Lo
aborlion, from wonenfs solidarity fo the campaign against sexual
violence. Andrea Musi Edifore, Via Garibaldi 179, Ferrara, Italy.
Frauen - der issiqnation keine Chance. This collection of writings
betr.reenTfa"d 1985 by the new West German Minister for Youth, the
Family and Health, Rita Siissqgth,  covers such topics as the switching of
roles befween nen and women, vocation and the advancenent of wonen. Its
nessage: resignation - no way! Albanus Buchvertrieb,  Postfaeh 7640, 4000
Diisseldorf  1.
pgfatunsansatze zu de  rsflgUgng$e!9. Alice l.ltinschner  draws
conclusions fron a conference on the work of women imnigrants in Germany,
cibing many practical findings fron research conducted 5.n places such as
Frankfurt (the relationship between nofher and child) and Hamburg
(culture and information). For further infornation, write to Deutsches
Jugend Institut,  Saarstrasse 7, 8000 Munich 40.
Leggere  Donna magazine is going nonthly. The first  new-style lssue
recounts the work of the Womenfs Documentation  Centre from 1945 to  1982.
For subscriptions, wriie to the Centro di Docunentazione, Via Contrada
delle Rosa 14, 44100 Ferrara.Women of Europe no 43 -  15 November 1985/15 January 1986 p.31
Women and Power is the latest wonk by Rosallnd Miles, the author of two
books on the position of women (Danger,  Men at Work and A Modest Pno-
posal), This lively,  down-bo-earth  book sets out bo demolish the myth of
rrexceptiOnalrr  women that is  used as an excuse fon not promoting
rtnormallyfr capable wonen who deserve promotion. Published by Maxquelle
House, 74 Workshop St.,  London EC2A 2EN.
Femnes dfEurcpe et du Tierg Monde by Anne Marie Lizin, Belgian Socialist
MEp, lrith a preface by Simone VeiI. The author has asked for the proceeds
fnon sales of this book on women of Europe and the Third World to go
towards building a multi-purpose hall  (to be used for literacy classes
and crafb production) for wonen in Cape Verde. Edifions LABOR' 142 Rue
Royale, 1030 Brussels.
!ggg!_gq5!--Egggli!y.. This is  the subject of a thesis presented by Evelvne
Serdjed;-TEcole des Hautes Etudes des Sciences Sociales, Paris; Dinector
of Sbudies Alain Touraine). The aubhor examines wolnenfs aspinations, the
obstacles they encounter, the eaneers they choose and the legislative
nachinery thab might come to their aid.
Donne. Partlbo e SocieLA. The
in elected office discusses a
of legislation and individual
journal for Italian  Communist Parfy llomen
whole range of topical issues in the light
contributions.
Do women haye a sense of humour? 0f course they do, declares the Libreria
del@wonenla  bookshop. Late in  1985' it  arnanged an
exhlbition on the works of women throughout  bhe wonld, ranging from
Claine Br6fecher to Dorothy Parker-
ylg.ugg!_q!udi9q-__iist  tijdschriften.  under the.ausplces of the univer-
sity of UtrebhtJhis  very Gef,ll  booklet contains an list  of publiea-
tions about vJomen aII  over bhe world, both interdisciplinary  and grouped
by subjecf (anthropology, philoqhy, law, etc.).  Heidelbergaan 1, 3584
Ubrecht, Netherlands.
Lg-Bgg-$ig.-van Vrouwen bii  een gfglg-EenE: A1"? from Holland, a thesis on
the fsition  of t{omerl itt a maiot bank (with interviews, examples and
comparisons) by },lrs. de Jong at the Rotterdam  Erasmus University'
Les fennes invisiblgs dans Ia th6o198ie-et l tEglise: or trinvisible
wonn|f in theoiosy a.d Ehe churchtt, another case of discrinination des-
cnlbed by fhe Journal Th6ologie et F6ninisne, Prins Bennhardstrasse 2'
6251 LB, Nijmegen, Netherlands.
Qel-eevree"!e-Ieggt'rig!a:al-l9ggi!i949--q,{Ig:9'  . A studv on exper ience in
Lombardt-from 1965 to t06t;-r"ri"s-fFon the feminist movenent to wide-
spread feminism. Centro di Studi Storici sul Movimento di Libenazione
atffa Donna ln Italia,  c/o Fondazione Feltrinelli,  Via Romagnosi I'
Milan.
lgs mglllations sexuelles fdminineg. This book by Frans Hosken on the
sexual mut,ilttion of womEn has now been tnanslated into Fnench with an
introduction by Benoite Groult. 0n the same subject, Woqgnrs-Intel-
national News (18? Grant Street, Lexington, Mass. 02173, US) adds bo the
exlsting bodY of information.EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
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